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On 10 February, 2019, in an attempt to make one final stand in the Syrian town of Baghuz,
the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), commenced on a last offensive to drive out
the Islamic State (IS) from its only remaining commune in Syria.1
Even though the battle's first 24 hours saw little fighting from IS militia, the latter soon took to
suicide attacks to obstruct the progress of the US-backed forces. There are an estimated 1,000 IS
fighters inside the enclave who are refusing to surrender.2
On December 19, 2018, President Trump tweeted his intentions to withdraw the 2,0003 US troops
from Syria. This decision is a sharp regression from previously stated US policy and hence, surprised
both domestic lawmakers, as well as foreign allies.
A Possible US Withdrawal
There was stark divergence within the policy circles in Washington regarding the pullout of US
troops from Syria. While National Security Adviser John Bolton stated that the US withdrawal was
conditional upon Turkey's guarantee not to attack US-backed Kurdish fighters in Syria once the
American troops withdraw,4 US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, declared that the US and its allies
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would “expel every last Iranian boot”5 from Syria as he attempted to reassure that the US was not
withdrawing from the region despite Donald Trump’s call for troops to return home.
Understandably, Bolton’s statement received sharp rebuke from President Erdogan who deemed it
not “ acceptable.”6 Israeli lawmakers on the other hand were sure to have seen this as a gesture of
reassurance.7 Despite the fact that they knew of Trump's intentions, the announcement had still
caught them off guard.8
President Trump’s statement has in essence threatened to start a new war between US- backed
Kurdish forces and Washington’s Turkish allies since he had apparently promised that the US would
transfer the war against terrorism in the area to Turkey.9 It is important to note here that Ankara
regards the main Kurdish brigade in Syria, the People’s Protection Units (YPG), as a terrorist group
on the same standing as the Islamic State (IS) because of the militia’s affiliation with Kurdish
militants fighting for autonomy inside Turkey. A statement by Turkish Foreign Minister Cavusoglu
confirms this when he categorically stated that “they are all the same to us,”10 as he talked about
the IS militants and Kurdish groups fighting both in Syria and Turkey. According to senior Kurdish
officials, the Kurds have prudently sought help from Russia to secure a deal with the Syrian
government to fill the void which will inadvertently be left if the US troops do withdraw from Syria,
in an attempt of quenching any Turkish attacks.11 The Russians however have not made any
commitments so far. However, during the latest round of meetings in Sochi on February 14, 2019,
Moscow told Ankara that Turkey’s plans to create a buffer zone in northern Syria would require prior
approval from Damascus first.12
Syria: Iran versus Israel
The now regular Israeli airstrikes in Syria intensified13 after President Trump's announcement, so
much so that on January 23, 2019, Russia warned Israel again about airstrikes in Syria. Since the start
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of its involvement in the war, Israel has been adamant that Iran must “get out”14 of Syria quickly and
it maintains that with Washington’s support, it can reduce if not eliminate Iran’s presence in Syria.15
On the surface at least, Tehran does not appear intimidated by Israeli airstrikes. In fact, Iranian
quarters regularly boast of their role in US isolation and feel that Iran has come out stronger than
ever in the region. It is worth mentioning that with stability in Syria, the spotlight will be brighter
than ever on Israeli strikes. Something that will never play out in Jerusalem’s favour since its vocal
stance about its intentions against Iran in Syria will raise questions on how exactly it proposes to
achieve its goals, resulting in a blowback. Moreover, with the proposed S-300 deal expected to be
functional soon, coupled with Moscow’s blatant warnings, a new conflict, one encompassing proIranian forces such as Hezbollah and even Hamas in Gaza, might emerge.
Islamic State (IS): The Endgame
At its height of power, the IS group enforced rule stretching for over more than 60,000 square miles
in Syria and Iraq.16 It is now limited to two villages occupying six square miles.17 In recent weeks, the
US-backed and Kurdish-led Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) have captured multiple foreign IS
fighters as well. Pentagon officials state that the number of these fighters being held by the SDF
have exceeded 800.18
The Pentagon is also not optimistic about US withdrawal from Syria and is of the view that unless
pressure is maintained on the group, it could very well re-emerge within a few months of pulling out
troops.19 Looking at Iraq as an example, this could very well hold true, if the group exploits Sunni
grievances and cashes in on societal volatility that is sure to ensue. In the Worldwide Threat
Assessment Report released by the US Intelligence Department in January 2019, it is stated that the
group, “still commands thousands of fighters in Iraq and Syria, and it maintains eight branches, more
than a dozen networks, and thousands of dispersed supporters around the world, despite significant
leadership and territorial losses”.20
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Refugee Situation
There are close to 6 million registered Syrian refugees in Middle Eastern countries according to the
latest figures by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) office. The harsh
weather conditions have worsened the situation- at least 29 children have reportedly died in an
overcrowded refugee camp in northeastern Syria mostly from hypothermia in January 2019.21
UNICEF has appealed for unobstructed passage to the camp, citing “critical”22 conditions for more
than 33,000 people.23 However, these have been to no avail.

(24)
At this point, nobody is willing to take responsibility for the refugees. In 2018, the Assad regime
introduced the “Absentee Law” (Law No. 10 of 2018).25 According to this, under the pretext of
reconstruction, the law empowers the government to designate areas inside Syria for
redevelopment. Property owners within these designated areas were given thirty days to go to the
local government unit and file a claim of ownership, in order to be compensated from being
ultimately being displaced because of reconstruction plans. Of course, filing a claim is also grounds
for persecution by the regime , since it draws attention to the fact that the escapee must have been
anti- Assad to have left the country in the first place.
Warming Ties
With Assad’s victory in Syria obvious, the tables have turned. Recently, a group of Arab countries
has begun normalizing relations with Damascus, almost eight years after Syria was thrown out of the
Arab League. Both Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) announced in late December 2018
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that their embassies were reopening in Damascus.26 Flights between the two countries and Syria are
also expected to restart soon. In addition to this, Egypt, Iraq, and Tunisia have declared support for
Syria’s return to the Arab League. The very same countries were vocal in throwing Syria out of the
organisation in the first place.
Throughout the conflict, the United Nations has repeatedly failed to secure consistent humanitarian
deliveries to besieged areas. Instead of looking at the dire situation of the refugees, each country,
keeping in line with realist principles, is investing in their interests. The most recent round of Astana
talks was held in Sochi, on February 14, 2019 where Russia, Iran and Turkey welcomed the US
withdrawal referring to it as a positive step towards regional stability.
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So far the Astana process

has produced nothing viable - the de-escalation zones are frequently infringed upon by the
guarantors themselves. This round too did not produce anything concrete. The Geneva peace
process is moribund as well. Stalled and powerless to implement its dictate for a political transition,
the United Nations Security Council has been badly crippled by the repeated use of the veto.
The only sustainable way forward for Western powers is to throw themselves behind a peace
process that encompasses quantifiable progress on human rights, political reforms, and peacebuilding efforts.
March 15, 2019 will mark eight years since the Syrian war started in 2011. Unless a proper dialogue
is conducted, until the moribund Arab League is revived and till the United Nations actually
translates its usual rhetoric into action, peace in Syria will be a hard task for many years to come.
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